
Speeding up Relational Reinforement LearningThrough the Use of an Inremental First OrderDeision Tree Learner (Extended Abstrat) �Kurt Driessens Jan Ramon Hendrik BlokeelDepartment of Computer Siene K.U.LeuvenCelestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001 Leuven, Belgiumfkurt.driessens,jan.ramon,hendrik.blokeelg�s.kuleuven.a.beThe full paper on this topi is appears in the Proeedings of the TwelfthEuropean Conferene on Mahine Learning (September 3-7, 2001, Freiburg, Ger-many). [2℄Relational reinforement learning is a learning tehnique that ombines rein-forement learning with relational learning or indutive logi programming. Dueto the use of a more expressive representation language to represent states, ationsand Q-funtions, relational reinforement learning an be potentially applied to awider range of learning tasks than onventional reinforement learning. In parti-ular, relational reinforement learning allows the use of strutural representations,the abstration from spei� goals and the exploitation of results from previouslearning phases when addressing new (more omplex) situations.The RRL onept was introdued by D�zeroski, De Raedt and Driessens in [3℄.The RRL-algorithm onsists of two learning tasks. In a �rst step, the lassialQ-learning algorithm is extended by using a relational regression algorithm torepresent the Q-funtion with a logial regression tree, alled the Q-tree. In aseond step, this Q-tree is used to generate a P-funtion. This P-funtion desribesthe optimality of a given ation in a given state, i.e. given a state-ation pair, theP-funtion desribes whether this pair is a part of an optimal poliy. The P-funtion is represented by a logial deision tree, alled the P-tree. A relationalrepresentation language is used for desribing the examples and for the tests thatan be used in the deision tree. In our work we fous on a number of improvementsto the original implementation whih was implemented as a proof of priniple.These improvements mainly onsist of a fully inremental �rst order deisiontree algorithm that is based on the G-tree algorithm of Chapman and Kaelbling [1℄alled TG. On a high level, the algorithm stores the urrent deision tree and foreah leaf node statistis for all tests that ould be used to split that leaf further.�The full paper is to appear in the Proeedings of the Twelfth European Conferene onMahine Learning (September 3-7, 2001, Freiburg, Germany)1



Eah time an example is inserted, it is sorted down the deision tree aording tothe tests in the internal nodes and in the leaf the statistis of the tests are updated.The statistis for eah leaf onsist of the number of examples on whih eahpossible test sueeds, the sum of their q-values and the sum of squared q-values.These statistis are suÆient to ompute whether some test is signi�ant, i.e. thevariane of the q-values of the examples would be redued by splitting the nodeusing that partiular test. Suh an algorithm relieves the need for rebuilding thetrees when new data beomes available and eliminates the need for a knowledgebase approah, whih was used by the original RRL system to keep trak of pastexperienes.We then reran the experiments desribed in [3℄ to ompare the onvergenespeed of RRL and RRL-TG. The original RRL was tested on the bloks worldwith three di�erent goals: unstaking all bloks, staking all bloks and stakingtwo spei� bloks. Compared to the original system, the number of episodesneeded for the algorithm to onverge to the orret poliy is muh larger. This anbe explained by two harateristis of the new system. Where the original systemwould automatially orret its mistakes when generating the next tree by startingfrom srath after eah learning episode, the new system has to ompensate forthe mistakes it makes near the root of the tree | due to noisy q-values generatedat the beginning or non-representative exploration of the state-spae | by addingextra branhes to the tree. However, when omparing timing results the newsystem learly outperforms the old one, even with the added number of neessaryepisodes.Referenes[1℄ David Chapman and Leslie P. Kaelbling. Input generalization in delayed rein-forement learning: An algorithm and performane omparisions. In Proeed-ings of the International Joint Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene, 1991.[2℄ K. Driessens, J. Ramon, and H. Blokeel. Speeding up relational reinforementlearning through the use of an inremental �rst order deision tree learner. InProeedings of the 13th European Conferene on Mahine Learning, 2001. ToAppear.[3℄ S. D�zeroski, L. De Raedt, and K. Driessens. Relational reinforement learning.Mahine Learning, 43:7{52, 2001.


